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1. Introduction 
 
Multiple modalities exist in natural languages, both spoken and signed, as simultaneous channels 

of communication, and are synchronized and coordinated in their syntactically structured forms so that 
the patterns of one predict the patterns of the other.  This paper presents a basic investigation into the 
dual modalities and wh-movement behaviors of American Sign Language (ASL) to show that a 
standard generative analysis is sufficient as an account of ASL.  Consequently, and significantly, this 
yields a model for systematically parsing multiple modalities as coordinated structures with 
synchronized domains on the phrasal level. 

In §2, I discuss preliminary information.  In §3, I give a brief summary of the conditions for wh-
movement in ASL and present the particular focus wh-movement to show in §4 that Remnant 
Movement is sufficient as a standard account of wh-movement.  In §5, I introduce the formal 
definitions of the model and mergeMultiModal, and in §6 I step through a demonstration of the model.   

 
2. Preliminary Information 
2.1 Properties of Signed and Spoken Languages 

 
Signed and spoken languages share fundamental linguistic properties.  The basic discriminatory 

units that compose and distinguish morphemes in spoken languages govern signed ones.  In sign 
languages, the basic lexical unit is the sign, and the equivalent of phonemes are the particular 
handshapes, orientations, locations, and movements of signs (Neidle 2002).  Just as words in spoken 
languages are articulated using the vocal tract, signs are conveyed by manual movements. 

 
2.2 Nonmanual Marking Expressions 

 
Nonmanual marking (NMM) expressions exist as a channel of communication conveyed 

simultaneously with the manual channel, and are articulated using movements of the upper torso, head, 
and face, to play an essential grammatical role in ASL.  They are associated with abstract syntactic 
features that yield information about syntactic structure.  In particular, their distribution and intensity 
traits give structural and hierarchical indications for functional head locations and phrasal boundaries 
(Neidle 2002).  Without them, resultant speech can be inarticulate and even incomprehensible.   

Spread denotes the scope, or duration, of a nonmanual marking domain.  Peak is the projection of 
the marking at its highest intensity.  For example, the nonmanual marking for negation is expressed as a 
slightly tilted headshake.  Its peak corresponds to the maximal projection along its rotational axis.   

 
2.3 Multiple Modalities 

 
This co-articulation of manual signs and NMMs in ASL indicates that multiple modalities are expressed 

simultaneously according to a specific grammar, with overlapping coordinated domains.  In spoken 
languages, prosody exists as a channel of communication alongside the spoken one (Selkirk 1986), though 
we are not altogether clear on its definitions structurally.  In sign languages, however, NMMs convey crucial 
syntactic information alongside manual syntax.  The American Sign Language Research Project shows that 
ASL relies more extensively on multiple modalities than spoken languages do.  It thus provides a good 
platform for studying how multiple modalities are synchronized in all language performance. 
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2.4 Focus questions 
 
Of particular interest in ASL wh-movement are focus wh questions, where the wh-phrase with a 

focus feature occurs at the right periphery after movement, as in2: 
 

                                   wh 
                                   pk 
  [JOHN LIPREAD YESTERDAY]TP [WHO +wh]  

 ‘Who did John lipread yesterday? 
 

Note that the wh-marking above co-occurs naturally with the wh-item WHO, and in fact with the entire 
wh-phrase.   This indicates that NMMs occur on a phrasal level of interaction with manual signs. 

A prominent account in ASL (Neidle 2002) posits that this behavior is evidence that universal 
grammar must allow rightward movement. 

 
3. Motivation for a Standard Generative Account of Wh-Movement in ASL. 
3.1 The Rightward Construction 

 
The rightward construction for focus ASL wh-movement (Neidle 2002) postulates that the wh-phrase 

originates in TP, then by focused licensing moves leftward into the Spec of FP, an intermediary focus 
projection node, before moving rightward to its landing site at Spec-CP, as in Figure 1.  This Spec-CP 
position is proposed to house a wh-licensing feature that, when conditions are met, wh lexical items move to.  

 

 
3.2 Nonmanual Question Markings 

 
Nonmanual wh-markings are expressed in ASL by furrowed eyebrows and a slight, tilted head.  

Their peak is the intensification of these features.  Questions may contain the wh-phrase either “in situ” 
or, in the case of focus questions, moved to the right edge of the clause.  Items [ 1]-[ 2] describe the 
conditions for wh-spread, and [ 1]-[ 2] the conditions for peak, as provided by Neidle (2002). 

 
[ 1] In the case of wh in situ, the NMM spreads obligatorily over the entire wh-clause (2c). 
[ 2] If movement occurs, the wh-marking scope necessarily spreads over the wh-phrase (3b), then  
  optionally over the entire question clause (3c). 
[ 1] When wh is in situ, these features can possibly occur at different places within the clause, and  
  a curious phenomenon occurs:  The peak has a duration that obligatorily begins at the wh  
  lexical item and lasts until the end of the clause (2d). 
[ 2]  With movement, the spread simply peaks over the entire clause-final wh-phrase (3d).  Neidle  
  argues that the grammar allows this because maximal projection is concatenated across  
  two locations—one node representing the entire clause and one as the lexical item itself. 

 
(1)  [JOHN LIPREAD TEACHER YESTERDAY] 

‘John lipread the teacher yesterday’  
 
So in (2)—the example for what appears to be wh-object in situ—(2c) is the only allowable wh-

marking spread.  Principle [ 1] governs that both (2a), in which wh-marking is local to the wh-item 
WHO, and (2b), in which it is local to the wh-phrase, are impossible.  However in (3)—the example for 
wh-object movement—both (3b) and (3c) are allowable wh-markings, by [ 2].  By principle [ 1], the 
peak scope in (2) must correspond to (2d), the entire duration beginning with WHO and ending with the 
[+wh] feature in Spec-CP.  By [ 2], (3)’s peak co-occurs with (3d), the clause-final wh-phrase. 
                                                             
2 Manual signs are annotated in the examples as capitals.  Corresponding spreads are represented as lines over the 
signs with which they co-occur.  Wh-marking is represented as a line labeled wh.  I add a line notation for peak as 
well, labeled pk, because peak is not necessarily the same c-commanded domain as spread, as §4 will show. 

 

Figure 1:  The Rightward Construction for  
focused wh-movement in ASL 

 

[+wh] 
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3.2.1 Wh-Object In Situ: 
 

(2a) *                  wh 
(2b) *                                   wh 
(2c)                                    wh 
(2d)                                    pk 
(2)  [TP JOHN LIPREAD WHO YESTERDAY] [+wh] 

‘Who did John lipread yesterday?’  
 

3.2.2 Wh-Object Movement 
 

(3a) *                              wh 
(3b)                                    wh 
(3c)                                    wh 
(3d)                                    pk 
  [TP JOHN LIPREAD YESTERDAY] [WHO +wh] 

‘Who did John lipread yesterday?’  
 

(4) * [TP JOHN LIPREAD YESTERDAY] TEACHER 
 
Examples (5) and (6) demonstrate the case for wh-subject behavior.  Again, wh-marking spread is 

never allowed to be local to the lexical item itself, so (5a) and (6a) are impossible. In (5), it must spread 
over (5b), the entire wh-clause, by principle [ 1].  In (6), however, it may either remain local to (6b), 
the wh-phrase [WHO +wh], or spread over (6c), the clause [LOVE JOHN WHO], by principle [ 2].  

In (5) the peak (5c) has the same overlapping location and duration as the wh-marking and the 
entire wh-clause, since it is concatenated across the node for WHO and the clausal node.  In (6), 
however, the wh-phrase moves rightward into the clausal node where the [+wh] feature lies.  Therefore 
the peak (6d) is a clause-final wh-phrase peak, as expected by the rightward construction. 

 
3.2.3 Wh-Subject In Situ 

 
(5a) *  wh 
(5b)                       wh 
(5c)                       pk 
(5)  WHO [TP LOVE JOHN] [+wh] 

‘Who loves John?’ 
 

3.2.4 Wh-Subject Movement 
 

(6a) *                 wh 
(6b)                       wh 
(6c)                       wh 
(6d)                       pk 
(6)  [TP LOVE JOHN] [WHO +wh] 

‘Who loves John?’ 
 

4. Proposed Narrative for Multiple Modalities and Wh-Movement in ASL 
 
What considerations are crucial in designing the leftward analysis?  By Neidle’s findings, we need 

to distinguish CP-internal and CP-external constituents and possible intermediary projections.  From 
evidence in §2 and §3, it is intuitive that we should seek an operative analysis of ASL wh-movement 
toward a goal for parsing and representing the phenomena interacting across multiple modalities. 

 
4.1 The Proposed Analysis 

 
The proposed analysis handles ASL wh-movement behaviors and, much more, it also facilitates 

systematic parsing of both modalities across their inherent characteristics.  Thus naturally provides a 
definitive platform for parsing multiple modalities across all language performance.  

Recall that these nonmanual expressions we seek to analyze are associated with abstract syntactic 
features.  As such, previous constructions have not included them in their actual constructions, 
choosing instead to posit generalizations for governing spreads and peaks.  The new analysis, however, 
recognizes phrasal boundary overlaps where the nonmanual channel coordinates with the manual 
lexicon.  It implements the Remnant Movement analysis (Koopman and Szabolcsi 2000), and it treats 
each nonmanual marker as an individual lexical item that interacts with and transforms alongside of its 
corresponding manual signs on the phrasal level.  The proposed construction assumes multiple host 
positions that accommodate movements into higher projections (Rizzi 1997).  
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4.2 A Stepwise Demonstration of the Leftward Analysis of Wh-Movement 
4.2.1 Leftward Analysis of Wh-Subject Cases 

 
First, we move WHO in (7) leftward out of VP into Spec-TP, then leftward again into Spec-CP. 

This produces (8), the underlying SVO order for the manual channel of the wh-subject clause. 
 

(7)  [TP WHO [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN]] 
 

(8)  [CP WHO [TP tWHO [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN]]] 
 
To provide marks for NMM boundaries, I introduce (WH), the abstract nonmanual lexical item for 

wh-marking.  In the new analysis, (WH) is inserted into the next available position above its 
corresponding wh-item’s projection.  Recall by Rizzi (1997) that we can assume that multiple host 
positions exist in the left periphery for housing moved items.  The exact positions are not established, 
but here I label them C1, C2, C3,…,Cn.  It turns out with this analysis that not too many are required.  
(9) provides the underlying SVO order of the wh-subject clause with wh-marking. 

 
                                         wh 
(9)   [C2P (WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN]]]] 

 
We need to account for the condition that a focus wh-phrase and its wh-marking lands at the right 

edge.  The Koopman-Kayne analysis comes to life.  The chunk LOVE JOHN moves out of TP into the 
next available CnP, which is C3P in the case of (10).   

 
                                                wh 
(10)  [C3P [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN] [C2P (WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO tVP]]]] 

 
By principle [ 2], the wh-spread occurs first with the local wh-phrase, then optionally over the wh-

clause.  For this second option, we can adopt a leftward perspective by aligning the wh-marking exactly 
with its wh-phrase, as in (10) and then expanding its scope leftward after applying Remnant Movement 
to VP.  In (11) (WH) moves to Spec-C4P, and marking is triggered to spread across the entire wh-clause.  

In this model, peak is determined by the bottommost Spec-CnP containing an instance of the (WH) 
feature that c-commands the wh lexical item.  In (11) peak corresponds to the c-command of Spec-C2P.  

 
                                                          wh 
                                                        pk 
(11)  [C4P (WH) [C3P [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN] [C2P t(WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO tVP]]]]] 

‘Who loves John?’ 
 

 
The corresponding X-Bar representation for (11) is shown in Figure 2.  Note that this 

representation clearly indicates the exact locations of nonmanual distributions and intensities.  The wh-
NMM aligns precisely with the c-commanded domain of the (WH) lexical node in Spec-C4P.  Likewise 
the wh-NMM’s peak matches the c-command domain over WHO of the bottommost t(WH) in Spec-C2P.  

 

Figure 2:  The X-Bar Representation of (11) 
‘Who loves John?’ 
Wh-subject with focus movement. 
[ 2] Optional spread over wh-clause. 
[ 2] Peak over clause-final wh-phrase 
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(12)-(13) demonstrate cases treated as wh in situ by the rightward construction.  In (12), Remnant 
Movement moves the chunk C2P out of C3P and leftward into the higher projection, C5P.  Then in (13), 
the (WH) node is triggered to move again from C4P to Spec-C6P.  It now c-commands wh-marking over 
the entire wh-clause, and its peak is the lowest c-command of (WH) over WHO.  In (13) this is C5P, 
not C6P, as would have been determined by measuring the distance from WHO to a +wh node.  
However, note that this maximal projection still naturally occurs with the entire pronounced wh-clause. 

 
                                                           wh 
(12)  [C5P [C2P t(WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO tVP]]] [C4P (WH) [C3P [VP tWHO LOV J] tC2P]]] 

 
                                                                 wh 
                                                                pk 
(13)  [C5P (WH) [C5P [C2P t(WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO tVP]]] [C4P t(WH) [C3P [VP tWHO  LOV J]tC2P ]]]] 

‘Who loves John?’ 
 

 
4.2.2 Leftward Analysis of Wh-Object Cases 

 
Sentences (14)-(18) demonstrate wh-marking in wh-object cases. The (WH) NMM node is housed 

in Spec-C1P. Its c-commanded domain calculates the duration of wh-marking, as shown in (15).   
 

(14)  [C1P [TP JoHN [VP tJOHN LIPREAD WHO]]] 
 

                                        wh 
(15)  [C1P (WH) [TP JoHN [VP tJOHN LIPREAD WHO]]] 

 
In (16), WHO moves up into Spec-C2P.  Its abstract NMM feature, (WH), follows and moves above it 
into the next available CnP, C3P.  Then the chunk [TP JOHN LIPREAD tWHO] is moved leftward via 
Remnant Movement, and the Spell Out order for wh-object movement is achieved in (17) and (18).   

 
                                                         wh 
(16)*? [C3P (WH) [C2P WHO [C1P t(WH) [TP JoHN [VP tJOHN LIPREAD tWHO]]]]] 

‘Who did John lipread?’ 
 

                                                           wh 
                                                         pk 
(17)  [C4P [TP JOHN[VP tJOHN LIPREAD tWHO]] [C3P t(WH)[C2P WHO [C1P t(WH) tTP]]]] 

 
                                                                  wh 
                                                              pk 
(18)  [C5P (WH)[C4P [TP J[VP tJOHN LIPREAD tWHO]] [C3P t(WH)[C2P WHO [C1P t(WH) tTP]]]]] 

‘Who did John lipread?’ 

 

Figure 3:  The X-Bar Representation of (13) 
‘Who loves John?’ 
Wh-subject without focus movement. 
[ 1] Spread obligatory over wh-clause 
[ 1] Peak over wh-clause 
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To account for the phenomenon that allows wh-marking to be local to the wh-phrase in (3b) but not 
in (2b), we may look into the leap from (15) to (16), where WHO is extrapolated from its origin.  The 
parser cannot dismantle the remaining phrase [TP JOHN LIPREAD YESTERDAY] to acquire a 
partially c-commanded spread, making (2b) impossible to parse.   

 
5. Formal Definitions 

 
This section presents the model in its goal toward parsing and representing multiple modalities as 

they exist with coordinated, overlapping phrasal boundaries.  It implements a platform for working with 
a variable lexicon that can treat nonmanual markings as discrete lexical items, which interact with the 
lexical items of manual signs.  

 
5.1 Merge Grammar 

 
The model implements Merge Grammar, an extension of a Chomskian-inspired minimal grammar 

framework (Keenan, Stabler 1996; Stabler 1997).  MG provides a formalism for top-down parsing 
derivations of linguistic trees for building complex expressions. It implements features as lexical items and 
generates leftward building operations, using merge and move rules, for transforming a variable grammar.   

A lexical item is a sequence of pronounced parts (possibly empty) followed by :: and by a 
sequence of features.  Features are either category symbols (N,V,A,P,…) or features that select, 
“merge”, with constituents of corresponding categories (=N,=V,=A,=P,...).  Each head, identified by 
category, merges in this way with a complement on its right and a specifier on its left, as in:  

x::A   y::B  z::=A =B C 
 The item z merges with complement A and then specifier B to form C.  Derived expressions are 
strings followed by : and a feature sequence.  F feature types include: basic (ƒ), selector (=ƒ), licensee 
(-ƒ), and licensor (+ƒ).  The symbol  denotes either :: or :.  Nonempty sequences of derived chains are 
represented as 1,…, k and 1,…, l (0  k,l).  The dependency across nodes for certain phrases to be 
“moved” to higher nodes is handled by the licensing +ƒ and licensee -ƒ features, which move a -ƒ 
phrase to its +ƒ licensed location.   
 The leftward generating rules are provided in inference rule format.  Merge1 merges s as a lexical 
item with its selected category t.  Merge2 merges s as a derived sequence with t. 

 
merge1: selector s is a lexical item that  
 merges with t as its complement 

merge2: selector s is a derived sequence  
 that merges with t as its specifier 

s :: =f      t  ƒ, 1,…, k 
st : , 1,…, k 

s : =f , 1,…, k  t   ƒ, 1,…, l 

ts : , 1,…, k, 1,…, l

 
Example (19) provides an example derivation of the string z of category C, using merge1 and merge2. 
 

 
(19) 

 
 
We also require movement operations such that certain sequences with licensee features can be 

“moved” to their licensed positions in the left periphery. For example, the triggered movement of a 
(WH) NMM node to a higher CP is obligatory for wh “in situ” by principle [ 1], as in (2), (5) and (18).  

Merge3 merges a lexical or derived item with an item carrying a licensee feature at .   This feature 
selects a move operation.  Move1 and move2 provide feature-driven movement leftward across phrases. 

 
merge3: any item selects a mover 

   

move1: final move of licensee 
 

move2: non-final move of licensee 
 

s  =f , 1,…, k  t  ƒ , 1,…, l 

 s : , 1,…, k, t : , 1,…, l 
 

s  +f  , 1,…, i-1 , t : ƒ, i+1,…, k  
ts : , 1,…, i-1 , i+1,…, k 

 
s  +f , 1,…, i-1 , t : ƒ  , i+1,…, k 

s : ,  1,…, i-1 , t :  , i+1,…, k

z::=A =B C  x::A 
   zx:=B C      y::B 
   yzx:C 
 

merge1: z in complement position 
merge2: y in specifier position 
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5.2 The New Extension: mergeMultiModal 
 
The new model requires a special operation for merging NMM categories as abstract syntactic 

features with their corresponding manual domains, and a way for clearly representing their linguistic 
structures.  The new rule, merge2MultiModal3, an extension of merge2, produces a sequence beginning 
with the NMM item in spec position, followed by the derived item, all enclosed in the scope markers, [ ].  

 

 
Formally, the string s, as the derived sequence, merges with t, the NMM selectee element.  The selector 
feature =f is a particular NMM selector that merges with the corresponding NMM category f.  The 
newly generated string ts is now placed inside [ ]s  to mark its co-occuring NMM scope.  

Merge2MultiModal is briefly demonstrated in (20).  The wh-marking item (WH) merges with the 
string yzx to generate a sequence with (WH) in specifier position enclosed within NMM marks [ ].  

 
 
 

(20) 
 
 
In this way, specifiers are filled by merge2, merge3, and move.  Wh elements that are inserted into 

specifier positions trigger scope marking, and mergeMultiModal thus provides demarcations of the 
NMM boundaries according to the appropriate structural determinations.  As a result, the annotation of 
NMM domains can now be captured naturally in linguistic representations.  Therefore, in the examples 
above, WHO moved to a Spec-CnP triggers mergeMultiModal to place a (WH) node in Spec-Cn+1P. 

What is most striking about this implementation is its simplicity.  The simple operators merge and 
move are sufficient for generating the described wh-movements.  No extra apparatus is required.  When 
a wh-phrase moves, it moves with its corresponding NMM scope.  The model swiftly accounts for this. 

 
6. Demonstration of the Model 

 
This section provides a demonstration of the model, as applied to the focus wh-subject movement 

in (7)-(11).  It implements all features in the following lexicon as lexical items.  The licensing features 
are: -k, for subject movement; –ws, for wh-subject movement, and –h, for (WH) movement. 

 
(21)  WHO::D –ws –ws []::=V +ws T (WH)::WH –h 
  LOVE::=D =D V -k []::=T +ws C1 []::=C2 +k C3 
  JOHN::D   []::=C1 =WH C2 []::=C3 +h C4 

 
By merge1, the model merges category =D in the lexical item LOVE with the specifier D in JOHN 

to derive (22) LOVE JOHN and its concatenated chains, =D V –k.  Via merge2, the new selector =D 
selects D in WHO::D –ws –ws to form (23), shown with its corresponding standard annotation. 

 
(22)  LOVE JOHN:=D V -k 

 
(23)  LOVE JOHN:V –k,WHO:-ws –ws 
  [VP WHO LOVE JOHN] 

 
The residual chain –ws –ws remains with nothing to merge with yet, indicating that WHO requires 

two licensed moves before it can land in its Spell Out position. These “moves” account for the wh-
dependencies proscribed by Neidle in §3. The VP LOVE JOHN also holds a licensee feature –k, 
indicating that Remnant Movement will eventually move this entire VP chunk as well. 
                                                             

3 The model also implements merge3MultiModal, an extension of merge3.  The union of merge2MultiModal and 
merge3MultiModal is mergeMultiModal.  The full extension, including moveMultiModal, is defined in Appendix A. 

merge2MultiModal: selector is a derived 
item.  t is a NMM element.  The resultant 
merge, ts, is enclosed in boundary marks  
[ ] to demarcate the NMM domain. 
 

s : =f , 1,…, k  t  ƒ, 1,…, l 

[ts] : , 1,…, k, 1,…, l 

z::=A =B =WH C x::A 
   zx:=B =WH C   y::B 
   yzx:=WH C      (WH)::WH 
    [ (WH)yzx ]:C 
 

merge1 
merge2 
merge2MultiModal 
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Via merge3, the model merges the selector V in (23) with selectee =V in []::=V +ws T, to form 
(24).  Note that the licensing +ws and licensee –ws wh-subject features, as the first items in the chains, 
are now available for merging.  Move2 is triggered; it merges them and moves WHO from Spec-VP to 
Spec-TP.  To move WHO to its landing site in Spec-C1P, merge3 merges (25) with []::=T +ws C1 
and forms (26).  Move1 merges +wh and –wh again to derive (27), the corresponding derivation of (8). 

 
(24)  []:+ws T,LOVE JOHN:-k,WHO:-ws –ws 

 
(25)  []:T,LOVE JOHN:-k,WHO:-ws 
  [TP WHO [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN]]  

 
(26)  []:+ws C1,LOVE JOHN:-k,WHO:-ws 

 
(27)  WHO:C1,LOVE JOHN:-k 
  [C1P WHO [TP tWHO [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN]]] 

 
Next, the model merges C1 in (27) with =C1 in []::=C1 =WH C2 via merge2 to generate (28).  

This triggers mergeMultiModal to merge =WH with the NMM lexical item (WH):: WH -h.  Sentence 
(29) now gives us the underlying SVO representation of wh-subject, as seen earlier in (9).  The larger 
[] brackets indicate the model’s newly generated NMM boundary domain marks.   

 
(28)  WHO:=WH C2,LOVE JOHN:-k 

 
(29)  WHO:C2,LOVE JOHN:-k,(WH):-h 
                                                wh 
  [ [C2P (WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN]]]] ] 

 
Merge3 merges (29) with []::=C2 +k C3 to form (30).  Move1 merges the licensor +k with the 
licensee –k, moving the VP chunk to its licensed position in C3, as an instance of Remnant Movement. 

 
(30)  WHO:+k C3,LOVE JOHN:-k,(WH):-h 

 
(31)  LOVE JOHN WHO:C3,(WH):-h 
                                                       wh 
  [C3P [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN] [ [C2P (WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO tVP]]] ]] 

 
Finally, merge3 merges (31) with []::=C3 +h C4 to derive (32).  This triggers move1 to move 

(WH) from Spec-C2P into its landing site at Spec-C4P.  Its new c-command corresponds to the NMM 
domain.  The derivation in (33) corresponds to (11).  Its x-bar representation is the same as Figure 2.  
Steps (22)-(33) can also be represented in a systematic derivation tree, shown in Appendix B. 

 
(32)  LOVE JOHN WHO:+h C4,(WH):-h 

 
(33)  (WH) LOVE JOHN WHO:C4 
                                                                wh 
  [ [C4P (WH) [C3P [VP tWHO LOVE JOHN] [C2P t(WH) [C1P WHO [TP tWHO tVP]]]]] ] 

 
The result is a systematically parsed derivation of both modalities.  The wh-scope corresponds to 

C4P, the c-commanded domain of (WH). The peak is an embedded scope within the wh-spread at C2P. 
 

7. Summary and Crosslinguistic Applications 
 
I have described a simple implementation that requires nothing extra in order to derive everything in 

ASL wh-movement that we sought to account for.  The motivations of its design are in principle with the 
actual behaviors of wh-movement in ASL and the co-articulation of nonmanual and manual expressions. 
The result is a systematically parsed derivation of both modalities on the phrasal level, fully in concert 
with the Remnant Movement operative analysis described by Koopman and Scabolsci and Kayne.  

The grammar of ASL, combined with this model, thus offers a hopeful parallel for describing and 
parsing the linguistic functions of multiple modalities in spoken languages.  The model implements 
abstract syntactic features as lexical items interacting with hierarchical structures.  Crosslinguistically, 
the model is operative for parsing and representing how phrasal domains that demonstrably are not 
syntactic constituents, such as prosody, interact with domains of application that are.  
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Appendix A: mergeMultiModal and moveMultiModal  
 
merge2MultiModal: selector s is a derived item, 
 t = NMM node such as (WH), in spec pos. 
 
merge3MultiModal: s selects moveMultiModal,  
 t = NMM node such as (WH), in spec pos 
 
move1MultiModal: final move of licensee,  
 final string ts is enclosed in NMM [ ]s 
 
move2MultiModal: non-final move of licensee, 
 string s to be moved is enclosed in NMM []s 

s : =f , 1,…, k  t  ƒ, 1,…, l 

[ts] : , 1,…, k, 1,…, l 
 

s  =f , 1,…, k  t  ƒ , 1,…, l 

 [s] : , 1,…, k, t : , 1,…, l 
 

s  +f  , 1,…, i-1 , t : ƒ, i+1,…, k  

[ts] : , 1,…, i-1 , i+1,…, k 
 

s  +f , 1,…, i-1 , t : ƒ  , i+1,…, k 

[s] : ,  1,…, i-1 , t :  , i+1,…,  
 

Appendix B: Derivation Tree Representation 
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Figure B1:  A derivation tree of steps (22)-(33) 
‘Who loves John?’ 
Wh-subject with focus movement. 
[ 2] Optional spread over wh-clause. 
[ 2] Peak over clause-final wh-phrase 
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